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TRANSLATOR'S NOTES 
TITLE: 
SUNDOME 
(Pronunciation: "suhn-doh-may") 
Sundome literally means 'stopping (tie moment before," ond 
considering tbe content of story, it refers to being stopped just 
before coming or ejaculating. 

PAGE 8: 
"1$ it 'A-l-U-E-O'...?" 
In Jopanese, Hideo's first ond lost names can be read as "Aiu 
Eo," the vowels of Hie Japanese language. Kurumi is misreading 
them here. 

PAGE 12: 
Roman Club 
The "Roman" here is taken from "romanticism" and refers to 
staying true to boyish ideals and chasing after youthful dreams. 
In accordance with this motto of sorts, the club investigates 
paranormal activities and mysteries. This tendency toward 
romanticism is also why the members attempt to maintain their 
virginity. 

"Clench your teeth!" 
Another way of saying "brace yourself!" 

PAGE 14: 
Tsuchinoko 
One of the mythical creatures of Japan, it resembles a snake. 

OB 
OB means 'old boy." An alumnus or senpaiol the club, this OB 
character is actually a senior, while the rest of them ore freshmen 
in high school. 

The name of the doll is written with the characters for "love" and 
"dream," dearly illustrating her owner's olaku leanings. 

PAGE 22: 
"UMA..." 
UMA stands for "Unidentified Mysterious Animal." 

Kappa 
A mythological Japanese creature that looks like a frog with a 
water-filled depression making up the upper part of its head. 

In this scenario, "roman" refers to mysterious activities. 

PAGE27: 
"Your knee!" 
A pun that loses meaning in translation; 'knee* is hiza in 
Japanese and rhymes with the Japanese pronunciation of 
"pizza.” The idea is that if you make a person say "pizza" 
enough times, when you finally point to your elbow and ask 
them to identify it, they'll mistakenly say, "tf/za!" instead of the 
correct term for "elbow," which is hiji. Ta-chon is playing along 
with Kattsun to get a laugh out of Kurumi. 

PAGE48: 
"What ore you doing here, Kurumi-tan?" 
The ending -ton rather than -chan is a cuter pronunciation (almost 
childlike). Norice that Honada speaks very effeminately and 
childishly, like on owner to his pet puppy. 

Hiromi Hanada 
Hanada means "flower field" ond Hiromi is a very feminine 
name, so this emphasizes his softer and giriy demeanor. 

"Hi-pon may look like this, but he's actually o libra, 
and his blood type is A. Heehee!" 
Hanado is referring to himself in third-person here (very childish 
and giriy), and even gives himself a nickname ("Hi-pon"). Note 
the cute suffix. Ubrans ore known for being romantic, charming, 
easygoing, sociable, idealistic, and peaceful. Individuals with the 
A blood type are thought to be reserved and law-abiding. Both 
characteristics serve to contrast Hanada's personality with his 
outward appearance. 

PAGE 66: 
Chocchune 
This word on Hideo's shirt means 'just a little." 

PAGE 91: 
"Lately, Kyouko's hod the feeling you've been 
ignoring her." 
Kyouko tends to refer to herself in third person. 

PAGE 92: 
Tom yum goong 
A staple dish of Thai cuisine, this version features the usual 
hot and sour broth with a variety of fresh ingredients, 
including prawns. 



PAGE 94: 
"...the peach of popularity." 
Kyouko just messed up a Japanese metaphor for saying that 
someone is at the peak of his/her power and/or prosperity. In 
the Japanese, the line reads, '...so popular that even birds ore 
made to fall." Kyouko says the verb “to eat" (taberu) rather than 
"to make fall" (otosu). 

PAGE 100: 
Kokkuri-san 
The equivalent of a ouija board. 

"I think it's saying you're 'stupid.'" 
In the Japanese, the board spelled out "U-MA-SHI-KA" which is 
one way of reading the kanji for boko meaning "stupid." 

PAGE 101: 
"We didn't even take the time to send him home 
again." 
When playing Kokkurhan, you supposedly call the spirit down to 
the board and then you have to send it back when you're done. 
It's not too good to leave evil spirits hanging around. 

PAGE 117: 
"It's smnll 'bowl/ you moron!" 
Another Japanese idiom that Kyouko messes up. "A small bowl" 
means "lacking in ability." 

PAGE 120: 
"It's actually 'balls.'" 
Yet another mess up by Kyouko, who's trying to accuse the boys 
of not having any balls (kintama) but instead says soo meaning 

PAGE 125: 
Kinako modi 
A sweet, chewy Japanese snack basically consisting of a pounded, 
glutinous rice cake, or mochi, rolled in or sprinkled with toasted 
soy flour, or kinako. 

PAGE 126: 
Tori1 

A traditional Japanese gate typically found leading toward the 
entrance to Shinto shrines. It's usually painted red, made of 
wood, and marks the transition horn the sacred to the secular. 

PAGE 130: 
Oseibo vs. otouba, sotoba 
Kyouko confuses the word for the gift-giving rime at year's end 
(oseibo) with the word for wooden grave tablets (.otouba or 

PAGE 141: 
"It's 'short-lived,' idiot!" 
Yet another messed up idiom. Originally, Kyouko says "People 
talk, just for 365 days," while the actual saying is "75 days." 

PAGE 164: 
"Nothing comes from nothing." 
Another messed up idiom by Kyouko. Originally she said "nor eri 
wo furenaf ("You can't shake the collar that's not there") but 
it's supposed to be naisode wo forenai ("You can't shake the 
sleeve that's not there.") 

PAGE 176: 
"Reawwy... dawifus." 
He's saying "Really delicious." 

PAGE 177: 
"I thond... coy." 
Supposed to be "I don't... care." 

PAGE 186: 
NEET 
An acronym for “Not Currently Engaged in Employment, 
Education, or Training." 

Hikikomori 
An individual who has withdrawn from social life into isolation 
and/or confinement of his own free will; a shut-in. This Japanese 
phenomenon has recently been a focus of the news media due to 
an upsurge in such cases. 

PAGE 187: 
"lo,lo,la... 
Hum, hum, hum... 
Dum, dadum, dee..." 
What originally appeared in these bubbles were lines horn Tokyo 
Jiben's ‘ToumeiNingen," which appears on their album. Adult 
(EMI Japan, TOCT-25885). 
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